


29th August, 2023 

Pacific Green Market Update 

Performance Overview: 
Despite our company's modest size, we have showcased robust performance to date. The current economic 
landscape, intensified by the lingering repercussions of COVID-19, has presented numerous challenges to our 
growth. The recent budgetary measures underscore these fresh challenges. Pacific Green's leadership team has 
been proactive in formulating strategies to navigate the complexities posed by the global financial downturn, 
market volatility, and international market challenges. 

The persistence of inflation is greater than initially predicted. While some of the bigger emerging markets 
have sidestepped major pitfalls, our compact enterprise has demonstrated agility, staying competitive and 
sustainable amidst challenging economic conditions. 

Financial Highlights: 
Up to June 30th, 2023, our sales have seen a modest increase, but profits have witnessed a dip. Sales for the 
first half of the year reached $2,189,861 (compared to $2,129,784 in 2022). Profits recorded were 
$217,526.00, down from $272,547 in 2022. This decline is largely attributed to a rise in our company's 
income tax rate by 15%. 

The ripple effects of the recent VAT increase, escalating raw material costs, labour shortages, and swelling 
labour expenses are evident. Notwithstanding these challenges, we've maintained rigorous financial discipline, 
ensuring expenditures remain within budget. Even with global economic headwinds, our financial fortitude 
stands strong, well-equipped to manage obligations, debts, and potential disruptions. 

Future Outlook: 
We currently face an uneven playing field, with import duties on finished furniture mirroring those on our 
essential raw materials. Historically, our strategies to confront challenges — whether the global financial crisis, 
unforeseen disasters, or pandemics — have consistently yielded positive outcomes. However, with rising 
inflation, global economic unpredictability, tightening national budget constraints, and limited access to 
digital marketing trends, our challenges are compounded. In 2022, import and shipping costs surged to a two-
decade high. While there has been a slight reprieve recently, the reverberations continue to challenge our 
strategic approach. 
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